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ABOUT ACCORDIA IP

We are Australia’s only patent broker

We also act as a strategic adviser on IP matters

Australian/Asian partner for leading US and Asian IPcorporations

• Patent funds

• Innovation organizations

• IP services

• Litigation experts
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BACKGROUND

The Australian patent attorney industry has been a stable profit making  
environment for over a century

Operating under the partnership model it has been an industry with  
guaranteed profits for equity partners

Total Australian patent services market in 2014 was ca. $300m

Profits have been slowly decreased over the last two decades

The industry has previously controlled supply and demand carefully through  
the professional standards board which controls the training of new patent  
attorneys – this control is now diminished with universities offering courses

There are ca. 750 registered patent attorneys in Australia - some are less
active or not at all active
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AUSTRALIAN PATENT  

SERVICES MARKET

Top 4 service providers

• Have about ca. 20% of registered patent attorneys

• 40% market share and slowly shrinking - may change with IPOs and 
subsequentmergers

• Prices >2x market average

• Operating profit of 25-30% NPAT

• 70-80% of revenue and profit from foreign filing work in Australia –
potential to be  completely disintermediated

• RPA (revenue per attorney) = 3-4 x attorney salary

Mid-Size and Smaller service providers

• 60% market share

• RPA (revenue per attorney) =  1.5 – 3 x attorney salary

• Operating profit 10-25% with lower overheads and salaries than Top 4 firms
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MARKET SIZE  

CONSIDERATIONS

In 2010 about 220,000 patents were granted in the USA

• Only ca.16,000 were granted in Australia

• Australia is only around 7% of the US market size by no. of patents filed

Of the 16,000 patents filed in Australia in 2010 only 10% were from  
Australian residents, organizations or companies

• Very small market for servicing domestic inventions

Australia’s small patent services market size is primarily due toAustralia  
courts imposing a weak patent enforcement regime

• Patenting is perceived to be a low IRR activity in Australia

• The relative size of the Australian economy (10%) to the US economy is  
not the primary cause of the low rates of patenting of foreign inventions in  
Australia

• Australia could adopt more litigation-friendly patent courts with injunctions,  
high punitive damages and juries

• Encourage contingency litigation – there is none at the moment
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THERE IS SOME UPSIDE  

FOR THE MARKET

High IRR patent enforcement through a change to the judicial approach to
patent  enforcement would encourage a larger fraction of the owners of the 
93% of US  patents to also lodge an Australian equivalent patent

• Best achieved by adopting aggressive US courts approach

• This has the potential to expand the patent service market many times

A patent box scheme in Australia for exporters would encourage a
growth in  domestic filings by Australian residents, organizations or
companies

• Will likely occur due to international competitive pressures – such 
corporate tax  breaks impact the tax domicile of multinational corporations

• The structure of a patent box system is adopted very much matters

High growth opportunities to move into Asia as the rate of commercial
activity and invention increases in the region

• Some early movers already have a good footprint in Asia, e.g. IPH

• Plenty of competition from local, US and European patent services
providers
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ALSO SOME  

CHALLENGES ARE  

COMING

Technology

• New IT services continuing to eat away at high-profit components of the patent  
attorney business model

• As these become cloud-based and more competitive the cost of in-house enterprise  
solutions charged directly to clients will become less competitive

• e.g Dennemeyer, CPA Global, Computer Packages Inc

Policy changes

• Harper report recommends a further weakening of the already weak Australian IP  
rights in favour of consumers and local non-tech services industry, potentially further  
reducing patent value and patent services market size

Foreign Competition

• Potential international treaty changes threaten to open up foreign competition by  
removing the current mandate that all foreign filing work be routed through Australian  
patent attorneys

• Represents ca. 70% of industry revenues
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ALSO SOME  

CHALLENGES ARE  

COMING

Corporatization of Industry

• Partnerships are morphing into public companies

• They are crystallising the current value of their firms ahead of uncertain times

• This may be followed by consolidation which will impact market dynamics

Industry Lobbying is weak

• The industry has lost its key access to influence of government policy (Advisory  
Council on Intellectual Property)

• Industry insiders do not appear organised
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FORECAST

Three groups will emerge after a period of change

• A small number of listed IP Law Firms will emerge

• These may eventually be acquired on the market by the larger listed  
general legal firms or Global IP listed patent attorney firms

• Global listed patent attorney firms will start competing directly in the Australian  
market

• There will be an active network of semi-independent patent attorneys

The current partnership model will likely become obsolete and the attorneys will  
be forced to migrate to one of the three groups above

Commoditisation - the RPA will have two forces impacting it over time

• As competition heats up and lower cost back-end services are deployed we  
expect the RPA to shrink

• Mergers may counteract this effect by removing lower cost service providers  
through acquisitions
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